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Composition in Relative Intonation 




This dissertation is comprised of a pair of related compositions, Sadhana (2015) for viola 
and electronics, and k. tracing (2015), a violin concerto, and a thesis that outlines my 
approach, detailing the influences and derivation of some of the parameters of these 
works and my compositional process. I offer a clear approach to working in relative 
intonation, for which I’ve also developed a small device called the “Maya proportional 
scale tool.” In this essay, I trace the structure and inner-movement of each work with 
regard to the derivation of its harmony, melody, rhythm and orchestration. The discussion 
of Sadhana focuses on the derivation of its harmonies and melodic lines from the 
influence of a string, as well as the conception of the electronics part and the role 
electronics play in the formation of the composition, whereas the discussion of k. tracing 
focuses on the coordinating of many independent instrumental parts, and the adaptation 
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I - Background and aesthetic motivations       
 
 My aesthetic interests stem from the early practice of what was once my principal 
instrument, the drumset. On this instrument, I practiced things like: four-limb 
independence, both playing with and against complex odd-meters, and a lot of free 
improvisation outside of a metrical framework. At various points my large setup included 
melodically-tuned drums and stacked cymbals, à la Terry Bozzio: "To me [improvising 
within a concept] means choosing an area that you want to play within, express yourself 
within, and then using whatever science and logic to gain all the basic possibilities of this 
area” (Bozzio 1993). 
 It is this world of contrapuntal and improvisatory drumset that led me to 
composing for other instruments. My early interests in achieving a kind of freedom of 
rhythmic independence between the limbs now manifests within my aesthetic preference 
for the irregular and multiple independent rhythms my music often expresses.  
 Working with individual performers is where I start. The personalities of these 
individuals greatly contribute to the gestures I notate for them in the end. In this pre-
compositional process, I interrogate their instrument and playing techniques in an effort 
to write comfortably and idiomatically. 
 In each of the following compositions, the instruments already tacitly play a direct 
role in the fruition of the material to be adapted to them in their eventual parts. As one 
would have used beneficial aspects of an instrument idiomatically in the Baroque – 
scoring so that a prominent downbeat reaches a more-resonant open-string. For example, 
in the common practice tonal period, many compositions for strings are idiomatically 
composed so that they make use of warm open strings, or the potential for triple and 
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quadruple stops on the instruments. Violin concerti were often written in the key of D to 




 I wished to make analogous use of the instrument, so that I could write just as 
idiomatically, though microtonally, for it. In my work, the open strings extend to the 
natural harmonics of these strings, though what is significant is how these harmonics 
function. For example, the 7
th
 partial of the G string may be re-contextualized as another 
partial of another fundamental, where the open G string is instead functioning not as a 
fundamental, but as a higher harmonic of another (often only implied) fundamental. I 
make an oppositional use of the violin in my concerto, by tracing just about every 
harmonic area except the standard expressions of the open strings as fundamentals in the 
harmony. This approach further allows for accurately tuned extreme partials in the 
uppermost range of the spectrum, while fundamentals often deviate slightly from their 
8
th
-tone limit notation. Taking this a step or two further, I re-imagine the harmonic 
potential of this standard instrument through an “outside of temperament,” “outside of 
alphabetical nomenclature” perspective, which yields hidden harmonic implications that 
are realized through orchestrating. 
 As will be illustrated in the formal discussion, all of the adjacent sections of both 
Sadhana and k. tracing are linked with the use of common-tones, which stems from the 
specific initial formal inclusion of the violin’s available microtonality, and the fact that 
the violin’s adjacent strings share harmonics. When considering melodic motion, I am 
then able to almost seamlessly weave any of the sections to any other with the use of 
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these common-tone linkages, where surrounding harmonies can overlap and dovetail 
from chord to chord. This is in essence, the form and function of both the viola and violin 
in their respective pieces. Without modifying the standard tuning of the instrument in 
scordatura (as I have done in the past), I aim to uncover an idiomatic harmonic space that 
is most prominently in these works relative to the violin family of instruments, though all 
other instruments are subjected to a similar kind of microtonal archeology. 
 After investigating pre-compositional instrumental parameters and playing 
techniques with the performers, I then often manipulate instrumental samples and 
uncover inherent intervallic structures that entice me to notate and explore how they may 
adapt, or fit, in orchestration. Notation usually comes at the very end of the process, after 
an understanding of the microtonal possibilities of the instrumental forces is attained. 
 With regard to form and the creation of content within form, I generally work 
from the perspective of  "What is there” rather than “What should be there.” This 
approach integrates improvisation at the end of what is an exhaustive exploration of 
intervallic space. The compositions are derived through the application of a few aesthetic 
preferences and an understanding of the instrumental space. Much is already determined 













Thirty spokes are joined together in a wheel, 
but it is the center hole 
that allows the wheel to function. 
We mold clay into a pot, 
but it is the emptiness inside 
that makes the vessel useful. 
We fashion wood for a house, 
but it is the emptiness inside 
that makes it livable. 
We work with the substantial, 
but the emptiness is what we use. 
-Laozi, Tao Te Ching #11 
 
 This text illustrates one aspect of the “Relative” in my perspective on and use of 
Just-Intonation. My compositions are born out of the harmonic spaces I find already 
existing within the instruments within numerical proportions in a 1200 tone equal 
tempered environment. The composition process for me is more a matter of framing these 
tacit spaces and exploring their juxtapositions through orchestration. 
 The subject matter of my musical language may not appear overtly political; it is, 
however, subversively so, both within its construction and organization in relation to a 
consistent rhythmic and harmonic grid, and in its approach to numerical intervallic 
distance, in contrast to pitch points. Moreover, I tend to avoid the repetition of “material,” 
as well as repetition within a work in a thematic manner consistent with horizontal 
development. These compositions reflect a progressive perspective of a kind of self-
sustaining, perhaps sovereign, (and ideally utopian, on some level) sonic structure--an 
almost independent window of time, yet one provoked by my experience in the world. 
My interest in measuring in relative intonation is not only to provoke the inherent forms 
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of instruments, but also in uniting a composition in its orchestration. 
 The notion of khora provided a point of departure for the composition of the 
violin concerto, which then influenced the composition of Sadhana. In everyday Greek, 
khora is translated as “country” or “region” (Malabou 2004, 143). In Counterpath, 
Jacques Derrida and Catherine Malabou provide further elucidations and translations for 
this term, which include: “spacing” and “interval” (Malabou 2004, 143). "The Greek term 
kore or koros (masculine form) is derived from a root meaning 'vital force,' and refers to 
the principle that makes both plants and animals grow" (Agamben 2014, 6). Agamben 
notes, 
 "In the Timaeus, Plato gives us the model of such an experience of matter. Khora, 
 place (or rather non-place), which is the name he gives to matter, is situated   
 between what can and cannot be perceived…Khora is thus the perception of an   
 imperception, the sensation of an anaisthesis, a pure taking-place (in which truly   
 nothing takes place other than place)...Potential thought (the Neoplatonists   
 speak of two matters, one sensible and one intelligible), the writing tablet on  
 which nothing is written, can thus think itself. It thinks its own potentiality and, in 
 this way, makes itself into the trace of its own formlessness, writes its own  
 unwrittenness while letting itself take place in separating itself” (ho de nous   
 khoristos, 429 b) (Agamben 1999, 218).  
I began to understand the violin and its fingerboard and harmonics as this unwritten 
tablet-place, wherein I could trace its sonic “potential,” in relation to that of its 
supporting ensemble.  
 My interest in form resembles the kind of approach one might find in filmmaking, 
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where in the editing process, the director may decide to cut much of the material. I first 
construct much longer iterations of what are eventually reduced sections, which are 
mostly notated only after they have already been woven into a sequence, and only then 
framed in time. 
 Once I have completed an electronic 'mockup' of each piece (in progress), which 
is already based upon the known orchestration limits with regard to the available 
microtonality within the given ensemble; I only then frame the composition in meter, 
using AudioSculpt to bar measures in real time, while listening. 
 
 
Figure 1: AudioSculpt live marking 
 This global to local approach allows me to find a singular form within the given 
limits of the ensemble, and intuitively incorporate the improvisation of my own 
listening/interpretation within this concrete form during the notation stage. 
 I work in a process of additive and subtractive synthesis with this tentative 
(synthesized and sampled) sound structure from the beginning, molding it and sculpting it 
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down, combining instrumental samples with harmonic and tempered filters in order to 
derive a music that best fits the unique microtonal limits of the instrumental forces. I 
found within the investigation of “notes outside of the standard notes” a greater variety of 
complex combinations that would also enable me to avoid repetition within my work, 
mainly via an extension into what is functionally simultaneously 1200 – tone equal- 
temperament and numerical “just” proportional intonation. Where in the past, the 
imperfection of the necessity of working in both systems provided a road-block; with the 
aid of the Maya device, the ambiguities within this difference in measurement are now 
understood as a benefit and are allowed to inform the core of a composition. 
 The aural research of Maryanne Amacher
3
, specifically her investigations of 
difference tones and other sonic phenomena, has directly influenced my work. The 
electronic mock-up, which I first compose, is carefully carved out in order to elicit the 
kind of inner-ear variations she describes (and which I experience in her work). This 
mock-up track is eventually relied upon in the orchestration process, where its 
implications provoke the specific rhythmic continuities found in the notation. 
 I find that the incredible variation in one’s listening to these specific kinds of 
                                                
3
 "The orchestration in my composition would involve the interplay of acoustic intervals given by musical 
instruments and electronic tones, with tone sensations created in ear and brain. Specific acoustic intervals 
given by the electronic tones would magnify events in the tone space of ear and brain. These might be 
combined with instrumental timbres, but it is the specific acoustic intervals which stimulate the creation of 
combination tones and or pattern modulation in ear and brain. Sets of tones composed for musical 
instruments would often relate in pitch, interval relationship, in melody and rhythm to the tones being 
created in ear and brain, as a result of specific acoustic intervals. What this amounts to, is that the electronic 
tones now draw attention to the machine in us, to what are in fact given mechanistic responses in us to 
basic intervals, perhaps distinctly human ones. The musicians weave their tones around these responses, 
tuning to them, in close interval relationships, tinging to a greater or lesser degree, embellishing, 
improvising with the 'humanly-given' tone responses to the strange subtleties of mind, mood, which music 
is known to create, inspire, are now in interplay, touching basically mechanistic responses, in ear and brain 
spaces. Music in resonance to the human given activates new creative energy, I believe: "it" begins to learn 
that it was letting everything happen to it. "It" begins to invent, develop new kinds of responses. Someday 





syntheses, which are mostly created through the addition of many pure (sine-wave) tones, 
allows for a similar variation in its interpretation through notation. The aural and the 
written influence one another, and in listening to the same section of a mock-up, 
depending on the time of day and condition of my ears at that moment, I may orchestrate 
quite differently, though still within the logical framework of the potential I have now 
already found/drawn from these implicit instrumental structures.  
 As Julia Kristeva points out with regard to the arrival of serial composition- "For 
just as the modes or the tonalities engender not only musical morphologies, but also - out 
of them - syntax and forms, so the serial principle also conceals new morphologies 
departing from that new syntax and specific new forms" (Kristeva 1989 311). 
 
II Determining Perspectives – Perspective then determining notation 
1) Ambiguity in Notation  
 I find that the recurrence of the harmonic series is a great measuring tool that can 
more specifically delineate intervallic difference in terms of numerical proportion, where 
pitch letter names can limit a composition from the start in their continuous equal-
tempered units. The stage at which intervallic relationships ultimately have to be 
translated into pitch names is a crucial point in my compositional process, where the 
notation then gets involved in the harmonic filtration of the formation of each harmony. 
 The notation represents slight deviations in temperament, while not disturbing its 
interpretation (legibility) in performance by extending (as logically as possible) into 1/8
th
 
tone – restricted accidentals. The following section illustrates how both numerical 
proportions and pitch-names factor into the filtration and formation of each distinct 
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chord. These harmonic collections tend towards intervallic distinctness from one another, 
and for this reason favor prime number partials, and use mostly odd-number partials. This 
fundamental pre-compositional consideration will inevitably mean less likelihood of 
having parallel intervals from chord exchange to chord exchange later down the line 
when the chords are ready to be sewn together in a sequence. Deleting even (repeated 
partials) up the spectrum benefits this aesthetic preference for clarity while retaining 
dense intervallic complexity. In creating all of these chords, it is considered that any one 
of them may be able to functionally move (voice-exchange) with any other one, while 
avoiding a clash of (prominent) parallel intervals during the course of this exchange. 
Some transitions are more successful than others, and are linked in a harmonic sequence 
accordingly; many formations are discarded that do not fit onto the ensemble well. 
 One limitation that comes about in many of my compositions is the prohibition of 
octaves, or any same pitch-name at any other octave (within a given harmony). Filtering 
out even partials takes care of this. There are moments when the octave is used 
(specifically near the end of the concerto); however, these moments are extremely rare 
and for reasons of reinforcement, usually of a fundamental. My aim in working in just 
intonation is not to achieve the replication of a particular timbre, or to reproduce the 
perfectly tuned spectrum. Instead, the sonic interest lies within the slight imbalances 
produced by the availability of very-near spectral microtones within the instruments. All 
chord areas of Sadhana and k. tracing are slightly inharmonic spectra, which give off a 
rhythmic undulation, manifesting as acoustic beating, producing distinct rhythms when 
later interpreted through the context of an instrument, in the notation stage.  
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 My approach is to reinterpret and re-contextualize the available microtones on the 
instruments, rather than using the spectral content of the standard 12 equal-tempered 
pitches. Finding intervals from the fixed natural harmonics, I reflect downward, 
interpreting the harmonics as specific partials which indicates a fundamental that extends 
to a specific deviation from the seemingly equal-tempered notation. I avoid assuming the 
standard 12-TET and only building from the fundamental-upward. This “top-down” 
approach reveals new harmonic regions, within the simultaneously 1200 - tone equal 
temperament/just-intonation confines. 
 To some extent, I avoid notation until the very end because I prefer to avoid 
specific thematic development for the most part, in favor of allowing other connections to 
be formed by the experience of each listener, perhaps quite differently each time. I don’t 
always want to say, “This is what to hear, and here’s where it goes and what it does”; I’m 
more interested in allowing the musicians to reveal a space. 
 Not wanting to be limited or too influenced by the same instruments/tools as my 
predecessors or contemporaries led me to creating my own.  Both Sadhana and k. tracing 
are devised from this “top-down” harmonic approach, in contrast to the harmonic 
approach of much Western music, which is often influenced by both notation and 
standardized (12-tone equal) temperament, to construct harmonies from these given 
pitch-foundations upward. This difference in perspective has led to the development of 
the “Maya proportional scale tool,”
4
 which has made it easier to move about within 
extended systems of relative-intonation; both upward and downward intervallically. 
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 A commission from Carrie Frey and String Trio Chartreuse led me to develop a 
new way of plotting harmony within a relative system of intonation, which led to the 
creation of this device. 
 
1-1 Maya microtonal proportional scale tool 
 
 
 I first plotted the 48 pitch-classes of my notation limit of 8th tones. I was then 
interested to see where the harmonic series lined up in relation to equal-temperament, and 
whether one side of the square would be favored within the first 50 different (odd-
numbered) overtones. 
 
Figure 2: 1/8th tone square  
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 Next, I plotted the first few prime number partials, drawing lines out from the 
center. 
 
Figure 3: primes 
 At this point, it was obvious that a circular re-conception was necessary. 
Figure 4 shows the harmonic form of my string trio Spokes-Unspoken, which utilizes the 
prime number partial areas of these first 50 odd intervals, which contains 27 chord areas. 















 The Maya tool is an effort to transcend any issues of conversion in 
pitch/intervallic labeling. In the process, depending upon limits of orchestration, I 
conceive of many tones as occupying a small distance of wiggle-room, and not a fixed 
point in 1200-TET. I found that a whole realm of “ambiguity” was an element of interest 
that could provide a lot of musical potential, with regard to the difference by which we 
are willing to interpret similar intervals--since the limits we choose in notation and our 
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hearing have a lot to do with the extent to which we can explore new harmonic and 
rhythmic territory. 
 The maya device covers an 8 octave range, spanning from the fundamental to the 
duplication of the octave at partial 256. Higher partials can even be calculated on the 






2) Harmonic “implication” 
 
 Throughout this essay I refer to an interval “implying,” or a harmonic in the violin 
being reinterpreted and then providing a new “implication.” This implication refers to the 
information provided by the numerical means of measurement that an alphanumerical 
nomenclature of pitch itself lacks.  Just intonation subsets have the additional attribute of 
including the information of harmonic implication. Where as a “Set Theory” notation for 
ex. [013] gives the position of intervals to be moved about and transformed on the level 
of pitch-class; a just-intonation measurement of a similar intervallic collection [16:17:19] 
also gives an indication of another (1) single fundamental tone, and alludes to an entire 
spectrum along which pitches above and below this “harmonic – set,” can then be 
considered for addition into the chord. 
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 For example: If the maya is set to C as its fundamental, and one would like to determine the 715
th
 partial 
of C, simply find the 11
th
 partial – F quarter-sharp, then realign the device so that this pitch (at its specific 
deviation) is at the fundamental and then look to the 65
th
 partial of this partial; 11 X 65 = partial 715 = F#-. 







Figure 6: Fundamental implication 
 
 For example, through the use of a ratio, the proportions are identified and also 
determine a fundamental root as well as the potential for a number of other higher and 
lower partials to be expressed within the relative extensions of that labeled interval or 
intervals.  
 






3) Ambiguity in intervallic interpretation within 48-TET notation 
 
There is an important degree of ambiguity when using just-intonation within a limit of 48 
pitches in notation. 
 
  or    ? 
Figure 8: Interval ambiguity and multiple-interpretation  
 
In Figure 8, the interval of 11:13 could be interpreted as 26:31, which would (instead of 
implying a C fundamental in 11:13) imply an A about 11 cents sharp. 
 
Figure 9: 26:31 with fundamental implication 
 
 From this point in the process, either interval is then extrapolated into the 
orchestration, where the microtonal template for the ensemble then influences this 
potential chord’s filtering, according to the microtonal availability of each instrument. 
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The ensemble acts itself as a filter, which, plus intuition, directly produces the 
interrelated sequence of harmonies. It is this kind of harmonic reinterpretation and 
pivoting that allows for “common-tones” to be continuously shared from chord to chord 
and also for the violin’s ability to trace nearly every harmonic “place” to its extent, and 
not fall into harmonic areas where there are few or no harmonics. 
 




Figure 10: Overtone series on F – fund. - all partials to #57 
 
 Prime numbers allow a specific richness for a chord or timbre, each prime partial 
having only one divisor in common (the fundamental) with the other prime partials. Their 
numerical uniqueness translates to an equivalent uniqueness in pitch-class. When octaves 
and other duplications of pitch are deleted in upper partials, and odd-number partials 
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retained, the richest chord-timbres within an economy of pitches can be found. This kind 
of filtration is in place throughout both compositions. When even-number partials are 
filtered out, this removes all octaves, giving the collection a more distinct sonic 
delineation, without sacrificing its richness. 
 
Figure 11:  Odd partials only (to partial 57) 
 Figure 11 shows the same spectrum with only odd partials. These given pitch-
points do not repeat in higher octaves. For example, the higher octaves of the 13
th
 partial 
are 26, 52, 104, …and so on. These are all even numbers, so this tone will not reappear 
up the line when we have subtracted the even partials. 
 At this point there is still some internal interval repetition, which can be further 





Figure 12: Only prime number partials (to 53) 
 




 The electronics part of Sadhana superimposes viola samples with stable 
synthesized tones, each part conceived in a process of additive and subtractive synthesis. 
This combination (of synthesis and “real”) creates a unique rhythmic undulation due to 
the slight differences in frequencies, which perpetuate a polyrhythmic “beating” in the 
superimposition. This was then used to produce a third (simultaneous) track where the 
prominent rhythmic attacks produced through superimposition are ultimately transformed 
into the bell-like sonorities heard throughout the work. To derive this “bell” part, I ran the 
entire sequence of superimposed chords through a dynamic filter, where I limit the 
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density of attack transients, isolate them, and ultimately reduce them to simple sine 
waves. These sine-waves are then outputted as an .SDIF file in a program called 
SPEAR
6
, which is then read by an OpenMusic
7
 patch that replaces these attack impulses 
with a bell-like attack.
8
 I edited this “bell” track and realigned it with the more constant 
tracks and eventually the live viola in performance.  
 
2) Form and harmonic derivation 
 
 My aesthetic preference is for inharmonic sonorities that contain unusual intervals 
and a great deal of internal complexity. What is more significant to me, however, is the 
interconnection of the entire structure of these inharmonic collections. Both of these 
compositions are constructed so that a singular unified sound world is formed--in the case 
of Sadhana in a continuous line-segment, and in k. tracing, in a loop, where there is an 
eventual return to the start. 
 Figure 13 illustrates the formal structure of Sadhana. The first number refers to 
the section number, the second (smaller) number refers to the partial derivation, and 
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 SPEAR is a Sinusoidal Partial Editing Analysis and Resynthesis program for Mac OS X, Mac OS 9 and 
Windows. http://www.klingbeil.com/spear/, 
7





 These intervallic differences can be found when examining the third (outer-most) wheel of the Maya tool, 





Figure 13: Form of Sadhana 
 
 In Sadhana, the 23 sections include 22 distinct harmonies plus one variation of 
the composition’s first section. The numbers 49, 83, 73, 35, 33, 39, etc. were chosen as 
connected harmonic foundations after having exhausted the other 27 odd-number partials 
(within the first 100 partials) in a previous composition for string trio; Spokes-Unspoken 
(Pratt 2014), commissioned by Carrie Frey, and String Trio Chartreuse.  Only one chord 




Figure 14: Maya device third wheel (alone) harmonic movement - 
 
 Figure 14 illustrates the fundamental bass-motion as it appears around a circle, 
where the odd-number partials (up to 99) have been plotted, relative to themselves. The 






 This relative structure is then plotted onto C and reflected upward so that the 
spectra are produced on each specific fundamental, to the cent. The resulting structure is 
then filtered by the viola’s capability to capture the microtones of these spectra in both 
natural harmonics and fingerboard pitches. 
 




 In both Sadhana and k. tracing, I use similar, though distinct, filtering techniques 
to derive the harmonies. In the viola solo, the electronics and the harmonic limits of the 
viola inform/form the harmonies, whereas in the violin concerto, the harmonic limits of 
both the violin, in addition to those of the ensemble, inform/form the harmonic/formal 
system. In both cases, it is a harmonic conception that ultimately informs other domains 
of dynamics, rhythm, and orchestration.  
 Because there is a slight distortion in the margin of error that is also required for 
the harmonic re-interpretation and movement in intervallic re-contextualization (less than 
1/16 of a tone), the sequence is one of “inharmonic” sonorities, which are slightly “bent” 
in their tuning--an attribute that translates to a beneficial rhythmic distortion or “beating” 
(to varying degrees) that informs the notated rhythms of the composition. 
 In both the concerto and the viola and electronics composition, I make use of 
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various fundamental implications of the given instrument’s microtonal aggregate. In each 
harmonic section of either composition, one or more harmonics function as a specific 
alternate partial of an alternate fundamental. This allows me to explore overtone chords 




Figure 16-1: Sadhana section 2 
 
 The possibilities within the orchestration are, from the start, influencing the 
formation of the harmony. For example, in Figures 16-1 and 16-2, because partial 13 was 
found at an octave multiple (partial 52) to be available in a natural harmonic, it was 
instead preferred there, and deleted (at 13). This is a common operation, where 
considerations for the preference in orchestration (here in favor of having a string 
harmonic, and in k. tracing perhaps in favor of having a unique horn harmonic or 
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tempered notes in the harp), influences the harmonic construction. 
 
Figure 16-2: Sadhana section 2 
 
 The harmony in this section (see Fig. 16-2) makes use of four natural harmonics 
of the viola (notated with diamonds) in addition to the lower fingerboard pitches within 
the range of the instrument. The harmonics, listed below where they appear in their usual 
context (5
th
 partial of the G string, 3
rd
 partial of the A string, 7
th
 partial of the D string and 
5
th
 partial of the A string) are here re-contextualized to function and imply, with the help 
of the lower fingerboard notes, an inharmonic spectrum, due to the allowance for slight 
(less than 10 cent) deviations from the implied fundamentals.  
 
3) Melodic continuity 
 In every section, a low fundamental (which may not be present) is determined. 





 partial), does--for example, in section 5 of Sadhana, where I use a higher octave 
of the implied fundamental (but not the fundamental itself), and also even number partials 
10 and 18, where 5 and 9 (their lower multiples) are deleted (see Fig. 18). 
 
  
Figure 17: Implied Fundamental (existing below range of viola) 
 
 The limits of the viola – (range and harmonics), and an avoidance of intervallic 
repetition within each collection determine the unique filtering for each section 
throughout the composition.  
 Sections 5 and 6 illustrate one “common-tone” pivot transition that takes place 
between every section of Sadhana. 
  
 
Pivot intervallic re-interpretation (comparison) of 61:65 and 52:55 
 
61:65 = ~109 cents = (a slightly wide minor 2nd) 
 
52:55 = ~98 cents = (a slightly narrow minor 2nd) 
 
(~11 cent difference) 
 






Example 1: Sadhana section 5 
 
 






Example 2: Sadhana section 6 
 
Figure 20: Sadhana Section 6: 39    
 The    and   harmonics shared between sections allow for a common-tone 
linkage, where the next section then carries on. In Section 5 (Ex. 1), the   and    
 
harmonics of the A and D strings, (respectively), are functioning as partials 61 and 65; 
whereas in Section 6, (Ex. 2) the same   and   harmonics function as partials 52  
 
and 55. 
 The melody in these compositions comes from a combination of the harmonic 
content to be found along a string, and an interest in expressing this information with an 
economy of means, idiomatic considerations of the performer, and an avoidannce of 
“rhythmicon” repetition in a manner previously explored in the music of Conlon 
Nancarrow and James Tenney (1972). 
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 The continuous melody of Sadhana is also informed horizontally by the sequence 
of natural harmonics along a string. Here I am using horizontally a theoretical string’s 
nominally vertical overtone content. 
 
Figure 21: Numerical proportions along a string to partial 11 
      
 Figure 21 illustrates the partial ordering as it is calculated for a theoretical string 
with partials up to partial 11. Appendix 2 also shows a chart which was created to 
correlate the position of the natural harmonics with respect to the open strings. This chart 
also shows where the fingerboard ends in relation to the natural harmonics. Determining 
this information was both beneficial in understanding where the natural harmonics are 
along the string instruments, and also in realizing (to an imposed limit) a melodic 
ordering that is inherent within that string. Rather than copying the melodic sequence of 
this line exactly, my melodic lines are derived from the erasing of much or all of the 
internal partial repetition along a theoretical string, which includes only the filtered 
partials I have already carved out harmonically. 
 When this idea is applied to the partial content of each section, and most of the 
repetition along this theoretical string is erased, I arrive at something like what is shown 





Example 3-1: Sadhana Section 9 
 
 Here in Section 9, the symmetry is retained while most of the horizontal repetition 
of pitch is filtered out. Much of the partial repetition is erased in the calculation for the 
specific theoretical string I am here tracing a melodic line out of. For example, I would 
not want the 47
th
 partial to be used as many times as it would recur along this theoretical 
string (46 nodes/repetitions). So I erase almost all repetitions on the horizontal level. In 
the case of many of the other sections, I choose to only explore half of the string--the 
harmonic order sequence to the 2
nd
 partial, or (in retrograde), from the second partial to 
the bridge. The rhythmic spacing in the notation is, however, an avoidance of the 
symmetrical continuity contained within the melodic sequence, as is shown in Ex. 3-2. As 
with many other elements of this composition and the violin concerto, I am interested in 
exploring the unique intervallic differences within each form, and not in creating motivic 






Example 3-2: Viola notation: section 9, Sadhana 
 
 Each section makes use of a filtered horizontal version of its own vertical content 
as it may be found along a theoretical string, which has only these partials. The fact that 
adjacent chords all share “common tones” means a single connected line can trace the 
entire progression of the 9 minute work; as shown in one instance of transition from 
sections 5 to 6 in examples 1 and 2. While in Sadhana the melodic continuity is more 
calculated, the melody in k. tracing reflects more of an intuitive approach to orchestration 
with regard to non-doubling, and other efforts at non-repetition, in order to find and 
exhibit a great degree of intervallic uniqueness and clarity in orchestration, as each 
instrument is necessarily restricted to its own kind of “temperament” which further 
influences all parameters of the work, as the unique notes of each instrument are 
preferred where possible. 
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IV - k. tracing (2015) – solo violin and ensemble with electronics 
 
1)  Harmonic orchestration - The Violin as Prism 
 
 As is the case with the viola in Sadhana, all of the instruments in the ensemble, 
and to a degree temperament itself, here in k. tracing, act as a filter for the formation of 
the concerto. The central notion of khôra as being “an interval” or “receptacle”
 
(Derrida 
2004 62), inspired a form that traces itself through the “other” of the ensemble, which 
also contains it. While Sadhana has only the viola and electronics to relay upon, the 
violin in k. tracing is allowed to shine its implied frequential extensions onto, and 
through the many instruments of the ensemble. This structure allows for the violin and its 
harmonic potential to be fully supported (in a kind of extended homophony) by its 
ensemble, so that natural harmonics and open strings can always ring freely and 
correspond in specific complex intervallic relationships with the other instruments, 
without the use of scordatura. 
 





 In k. tracing I make use of the violin in its standard tuning, re-contextualizing its 
natural harmonics. The first 7 partials of each string are reliably available, as is also the 
case with the viola, cello and bass. 
 
Figure 22: Violin aggregate 
 
 Through the following process of numerically filtering this aggregate for smaller 
groups, I found an endless amount of harmonic implication, dependent upon various 
other considerations of limit, mostly within the potential for the rest of the ensemble to 
orchestrate the specific frequencies of these partial implications from the given subset of 
harmonics. 
 
2) Derivation of harmonic fundamentals 
 
 While the harmonic foundations of Sadhana were otherwise determined, the 
fundamentals of k. tracing are derived as negative partial relations of the violin’s open 
strings, and chosen based on the degree to which they fit the instrumentation in the 
extrapolation of their spectrum from that fundamental upward and into the harmonic filter 





 In addition to building from the bass up, I first looked to calculate these timbre-
harmonies from the top-down. To limit myself to less than an infinite list of chords, I 
decided to calculate only the open strings so that they function as odd-number partials of 
implied fundamentals. I continued to filter from that point using the influences of 
orchestration and the limits of my own preferences for non-repetition and common-tone 
harmonic pivots, via interval reinterpretation. Through this process, a number of 
harmonic areas are sculpted from the fixed harmonics aggregate of the open violin. 






Figure 23-2 Violin - Relative foundations (Emboldened numbers = foundations utilized) 
 
 Calculating these relationships of fundamentals to open strings allows the open 
strings to function in many alternate intervallic relationships. This sub-structure of 
negative harmonic foundations resembles Harry Partch’s “Utonality” (Partch 1949, 89), 
though an inverted spectrum is not employed in my work.  
 Figure 24 shows the -29
th
 partial relationship and its extensions. This negative 
intervallic relationship indicates that the open string is functioning as the 29
th
 partial of 
this fundamental. This doesn’t necessarily mean that this open string must then manifest 
in the orchestration, but that the harmonics of that open string are already included in the 





Figure 24: Harmonics of partial 29 
 
 Figure 24 illustrates that these higher partials are then made accessible (and 
automatic in their complex tuning). Generally, these harmonics are favored (in their 
specific register-location, as their own unique pitch-identity) above, and if they appear 
below in the spectrum of a potential chord (as a lower multiple), are filtered out. This 
makes for a unique numerically influenced filtering in each section. 
 When a harmony is then built upward from these related microtonal 
fundamentals, the ensemble’s potential for microtonal expression of these chords is then 
implemented as another filter, which eventually produces and distinguishes the rhythms 
and inner movements of the composition, through a later process of listening and re-
framing in meter. 
 As I have shown already with the viola and violin, I relay on a microtonal chart 
for each instrument in the concerto. The trumpet and horn each have their own 
microtonal extensions (limited to the 7 and 12 equal-tempered fundamentals included on 
the trumpet and horn, respectively, in addition to the range of the performer and 
considerations of dynamics within a particular section). The Cello and Bass are explored 
similarly to the other strings. The Flute, Oboe and Bass Clarinet, in this composition, 
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were not so specifically investigated in their unique microtonal content, and instead were 
considered essentially unlimited pitch-wise, except by their individual tessitura. 
Tempered percussion instruments and the harp are, of course, limited to their tempered 
pitches, with the two microtonal exceptions of the harp where the harpist changes pedals 
while playing (creating a metallic glissando buzz) between pitches in m. 84 and in m. 




Flute   - virtually unlimited with bending 
Oboe   - virtually unlimited with bending 
Bass Clarinet  - virtually unlimited with bending 
 
C Trumpet - limited to 7 fundamentals and range of player, and bending 
Horn  - limited to 12 fundamentals and range of player, and bending 
 
2 Percussion – many bells – somewhat limited to equal temperament 
 
Harp  - equal temperament 
 
Electronics - unlimited - structural microtonal backdrop 
 
Violin solo     - limited to first 7 partials of open strings G, D, A, E, and fingerboard 
 
Violin I + II - limited to first 7 partials of open strings G, D, A, E, and fingerboard 
 
Viola  - limited to first 7 partials of open strings C, G, D, A, and fingerboard 
 
Cello  - limited to first 7 partials of open strings C, G, D, A, and fingerboard 
 
Double Bass - limited to first 7 partials of open strings E, A, D, G, and fingerboard 
 
Figure 25: Microtonal availability of the ensemble 
 
 The chosen limit of 8
th
-tones within notation has the additional attribute of 
encouraging a limit of 48 distinct fundamental areas. These fundamentals are however 
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not initiated on an 8
th
 tone temperament, and rather land on a small deviation (~10 cents 
+/-) from their representation in pitch on the page. They are specifically derived via the 
“top-down” process described. 
 In the process of consulting the specific available microtonal potential of each 
instrument with regard to these 48 potential harmonies, I chose to discard many of the 
prospective harmonies for various reasons, mostly with regard to the ensembles’ potential 
to desirably sustain them, and also the desired length of the composition, which with this 
method could extend practically ad infinitum. I began organizing the 26 distinct chords 




1  2 3 4 5  
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6 7 8 9 10 11  
12 13 14 15 16 17  




23 24 25 26 27  
28 29 30 31  
32 33 34   




 Each slightly-inharmonic chord is constructed by reaching down from the open 
string and reconsidering its fundamental pitch as an odd-number partial of a lower 
fundamental. For example: in Figure 27, the E string functions as the 19
th
 partial, and 
implies a C# (-6 cents) fundamental. After calculating a spectrum on this specific 
fundamental (in 1200-tet), the chord is subjected to a process of erasure where 
subtraction of many partials for reasons of orchestration and avoidance of pitch-repetition 
produce unique harmonic areas. 
 
Figure 27: C# spectrum after subtractive instrumental considerations 
 
 This filtered chord is slightly inharmonic because some of its partials are replaced 
by (very close, ~10 cents) microtones, available within the natural harmonics of the 
strings. These slight variations in tuning are small enough so that the complex may still 
be interpreted as a harmonic unity, though this imbalance creates a polyrhythmic beating 




The resulting orchestration for this first (and last) section, in m. 47 is one of several 
sections that allows for the orchestration of natural harmonics in all 6 string instruments. 
 
 
Example 5: k. tracing Section 1 mm. 44 – 48. 
 
 Example 5 illustrates the first and last harmonics subset, which produces/implies a 
C# (- 6 cents) fundamental. Using various instrumental influences to filter the implied 
spectrum on C#, I removed repeated notes at octaves, retaining harmonics where they 
existed (even if they appear as even-number partials in the spectrum). 




Figure 28: Full extension into orchestration 
 
 Unlike Sadhana, which is composed in the form of a line-segment, the violin 
concerto wraps back onto itself; the violin ascending in the end to where it had descended 
from in the opening. This opening and closing chord is orchestrated (and also positioned 
first and last in the composition), because it is one of a few harmonies I was able to 
orchestrate using all natural harmonics in the strings. These “tempered” microtones 
provided a reliable microtonal skeleton for both compositions, and in k. tracing several 
sections allow for chords of many natural harmonics. 
 The common-tones (like the connective tissue between vertebrae) illustrate the 
intervallic reinterpretation and the limit to which the 8
th
 tone notation allows for a 
harmonic re-contextualization. The function of this composition is in part to trace 
unfamiliar territory, while at the same time using familiar (and idiomatic) means. For this 
reason there are no sections based on the fundamentals of any of the open strings: C, G, 
D, A, E. 
 Where in Sadhana there are a few common-tone linkages between sections, k. 
tracing includes a few more. These pivot-harmonics serve to benefit otherwise 
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dovetailing transitions between sections. For example: in k. tracing, sections 6 and 7, 
there are a number of shared partials that are reinterpreted, given a small margin of error 
of ~10 cents +/-. 
 
Figure 29: Common tones shared between sections 6 and 7, mm. 112 - 128 
 
 




Figure 31: k. tracing Section 7, Harmonics = partials: 62 : 93 : 139 : 149 : 179 : 209 
 
4) Rhythm as informed by harmonic orchestration 
  
 The violin concerto k. tracing distinguishes itself from Sadhana in its rhythmic 
language. My interest was to take advantage of the opportunity that a solo performer has 
for the expression of individual timing, where as in the concerto I take advantage of the 
opportunity for the coordination of the 15 instrumentalists, via a conductor, with an 
interest in producing a “living” complex polyrhythmic continuity. The rhythmic nature of 
the violin concerto has a lot to do with the avoidance of simultaneity, and the promotion 
of individuality within each part. There is also a great avoidance of doubled pitches (on 
multiple instruments), so that each instrument can remain distinct in its own color. 
Specifically chosen pitches are often unique to instruments, and doubling an un-fixed 
(non natural harmonic) microtone can pose tuning problems. Ultimately, the desire is that 
these complex harmonies, which often extend from very low to very high, also include an 
inner polyrhythmic continuity that is realized through listening to both their instrumental 







Example 6: k. tracing pg. 52, Section 24, mm. 280 - 284 
 
 Example 6 shows one of the many polyrhythmic sections of the concerto, where 
the violin remains separate from the other simultaneous and individual rhythmic 
continuities, and only traces a portion of the surrounding complex, before it quickly 




















V – Conclusion 
 
 In a “lost” interview, Michel Foucault makes the statement, "Je ne dis pas les 
choses parce que je les pense, je dis les choses pour ne plus les penser."
10
 (Foucault 
1971). My interests within these compositions is ultimately to move beyond them and 
their inner exploration of the specifically time-place determined notions of relativity and 
structural derivation which I perchance had happened upon at the time. 
 My interest in rhythms that evade their metrical confines and contain irregular 
continuities lies in a similar preference for that which is harder to parse into known units 
or recurring motives. If through listening I don’t immediately understand the exact 
complex proportion, the sound remains of interest. On a few levels, k. tracing is 
attempting to evade and elude this capture (in understanding), whether in the preference 
of the absence of motivic icons, or a definite delineation of who and/or what is being 
traced. In k. tracing, the harmonies often almost immediately shift after establishing 
themselves, and the violin is then compelled to remain attached to its trace of the 
ensemble, and stick with its movements, neither looking forward nor backward.  
 Variations on this approach allow me to express improvisatory intuitions through 
the confines of my perspective on harmonic measurement and other specific interests in 
orchestration within a given ensemble. 
 
 
                                                
10
 "I don't say the things I say because they are what I think, I say them as a way to make sure they no 
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Appendix 1: Maya device user information 
 
 
This device can be used as an aid for the composition and analysis of microtonal music of 
all kinds. It may also be useful as a teaching tool for teaching the harmonic series. Similar 
to the proportional scale tool (though with entirely different units of measurement), the 
“maya” tool (the name taken from the Proto-Indo-Iranian root m!- “to measure”) allows a 
musically knowledgeable user to (by turning its 3 independent discs) determine several 
kinds of intervallic relationships, convert from one system of measurement to another, 
and make relative interval calculations to the nearest cent (1/100 of ! tone), without the 
need for a computer. 
Outer ring: The outer-most ring is used for comparing just-intonation measurements 
with other just-intonation measurements (with the inner spiral ring), and also to measure 
the difference between either unit of intervallic measurement. 
Middle ring: The middle ring includes 1200 evenly spaced tick-marks that are divided in 
25s and then 5s, as well as 48 pitch letter-name markings reflecting equal-temperament in 
8
th
 tone divisions of the octave. This ring can be compared to both its adjacent rings for 
equivalence to just intonation. 
Inner ring: The innermost disc displays a spiral representation of the harmonic overtone 
series to the 256
th
 partial (in this version). All of the partial (harmonic overtone series) 
numbers are listed extending out from the center, (the unlisted fundamental, (1). Because 
each of the three rings is allowed to rotate independently, the user can easily determine 
any of hundreds of partials of any fundamental very quickly without going to a computer. 
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